Georg Siemens and the Deutche Bank
Top Management Tasks & Organization
Top-Management tasks differ fundamentally from the tasks of the other management groups.
They are multidimensional.
They are recurrent but intermittent.
They make different and often conflicting demands on personality and temperament.
There is, therefore, need so to structure the top-management job that both the objective tasks to be
accomplished and the personalities of the people available are taken care of.
Ant there is need for providing top management with the stimulation and information it needs for its specific
tasks.
Directing, vision-setting, standard setting organ.
It has specific tasks (top management TASKS)
Every business (minimum conditions for a business) needs a top management function.
Management Tasks (partial list)
Think through the mission (implies a different look)
asking What IS/Should be?
Implies a different look at the present enterprise
from the present objectives, structure, assignments
leads to:
setting objectives
development of strategies & plans
the making of today's decision for tomorrow's results
Standard setting, example setting (the conscience functions)
Conscience function concerned with the gap between
must see a big list & prioritize before acting.
what the organization stands for
what it actually does
Vision & values in key areas.
that sees & comprehends the entire business
Responsible. to build & maintain the human organization.
Developing the human resources for tomorrow & especially work on providing tomorrow's top
management
The spirit of the organization.
Top management sets the example & determines organization self respect.
Standards of conduct
values
beliefs
Establish & maintain major relations
e.g.
customers
major suppliers
industry
bankers
financial community
government
These crucially affect the capacity of the business to perform
Requires somebody who:
represents the entire business
speaks for it
stands for it
commits it
Out of these relations emerges a host of top management policy decisions & actions
environment
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social impacts
employment policies
position on proposed legislation
Ceremonial Functions
need a presentation
act like a big company
a vital role in the economy.
Standby organ for major crisis
see role in knowledge organ p 453 Mt workions:
Every business has specific top management tasks
The elements of the job are the same.
The specific top management tasks are particular to an individual Business.
They have to be developed out of a specific analysis of the…
mission & purpose of the business,
its objectives (results)
its strategies (basic approach) &
the key activities.
AQ's
• What are the specific things to be done in this business
which are of crucial importance to
the success
& survival of the business
& which can be done only by top management?
• What are the specific things which can be done only by people
Who see this business whole:
mission, objectives, strategies for the entire business: IS/SHOULD BE
Who can balance :
the present needs of the business
against the needs of the future.
& Who can make final & effective (right) decisions:
What are the specific things to be done in this bus.
which are of crucial importance to …
the success
& survival of the business
& which can be done only by top management?
What are the specific things which can be done only by people…
Who see this business whole:
mission, objectives, strategies for the entire business: IS/SHOULD BE
Who can balance :
the present needs of the business
against the needs of the future.
& Who can make final & effective (right) decisions:
The ideal top management
is the one that does the things
that are right & proper
for its enterprise here & now.
To "operate" or Not to "operate" (to direct)
Effective top management's tend to operate but it is a dangerous precedent.
Rules:
Not top management work (doing) if somebody else can do it.
Analysis of Key Activities : what's important
Then: Could/Should anyone else in the organization do them
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just as well or nearly as well? If yes not top management work
People who move into top management work should give up the functional or operating work
they did before.
Must not slight the operating work that belongs in top management
The characteristics of top management tasks
Multidimensional
Every other building block in organ defined by a specific
contribution.
Recurrent but intermittent:
require a great deal of time when they arise.
Make different & often conflicting demands on personality & temperament:
Capacity to:
analyze,
think,
weigh alternatives,
harmonize dissent
quick & decisive action
boldness, intuitive courage
at home with concepts, ideas, calculations, figures
perception of people
a human awareness
empathy &
altogether a lively interest in people & respect for them
politicians enjoyment of crowds and protocol
ability to represent and
to make a good impression by saying nothing.
Needs :
thought man
action man
people man
front man
Tasks & the size of the business
The unseen tasks
The first requirement of effective top mgt.
To identify objectively all the key activities and key tasks of top management in the business.
Should be a top management work plan
who is responsible for what
what the objectives & goals are with respect to each task
what the deadlines are
Requires its own organization (top management STRUCTURE)
Top management work is work for a team rather than for one man.
Top management succession
reasons small bus fail to grow
informal arrangement has to change when bus is no longer small & simple.
dangers of a dictator disguised as a top management team
the only effective safeguard
Have every top-management task clearly lodged in a man with direct & primary responsibility.
And in larger companies, No one who carries any top management responsibility should carry any
responsibility that is not part of the top management job.
operating "group executive"
How many top managements?
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whole business
autonomous divisions
contribution
support
Basic Specifications for a functioning top management structure
The starting point is an analysis of top management tasks
Each task clearly assigned to someone who has direct & full responsibility.
Responsibilities assigned to fit personalities, qualifications, & temperaments
Whoever has assigned responsibility for top management activity is top management
Except in the small & simple business no one who has top management responsibility
does any but top management work
Complex business requires more than one top management team each structured
according to these rules
Top management team has to satisfy stringent requirements
Primary responsibility & final say & no appeal
to another team member.
Problems are referred to colleague with primary responsibility.
Don't form/express opinions outside area
Must not agitate each other.
In public:
no criticism
no praise
no opinions
do not belittle
Team captain must enforce
Team needs a leader not a boss. (not a committee)
different ways to organize:
legal power
final power, veto power
In time of common peril leads to unity of command
Within assigned sphere makes decisions.
Reserved areas: T/T in advance where the team decision
What is/should be
Capital Appropriations
Key personnel
Requires systematic & intensive work on communications
Business Research Group
Top management organ for nourishment, stimulation, information
Concerned with the whole business & the future (not operating)
Top management needs
the right tools
information
stimulation
analysis
questions
Organization
Who
major training position for people who at an early age
have shown high capacity to perform.
How long: 5-8 years at most
What
Focus on major needs of the business
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Factors which affect the performance of the business
What info does top management need to make decisions
EFFECTIVE Board
FUNCTIONS:
1. Review:
Make sure top management
thinks through is/will/should.
Sets obj.
Develops strategy.
Critical look at the planning of the company, capital investment policy, managed expenditure
budget.
Monitor people decisions & organ problems.
Be a supreme court.
Watch organ spirit.
Make sure strengths of people, neutralize weakness, develop tomorrow’s. managers, rewards
managers
Management tools & methods strengthen organization & direct toward objectives.
Someone for management to talk to.
Who are experienced,
who understand business, &
yet are not part of it.
2. To remove top management that fails to perform.
3. Public & community relations organ.
need two different organs: one for 1 & 2 and the other for 3. executive and community
Who belongs on the board:
Executive board (review & appeals):
proven ability as senior executives mid 50's
(they should have a mission on the board p635)
have time for the job.
should be professional directors.
serve for limited period & non eligible for re-election.
reasonable security of tenure.
PUBLIC & community :
bankers & underwrites maybe
Who should not be on either board :
Former company officers (counselor p...)
No one who sells anything to the company
The real duties of a director p31 changing world
conclusion:
IDEAL BUSINESS
Business which would most likely produce maximum results
from available markets & knowledge over a long period.
Design the business to what the market wants.
LONG TERM PERFORMANCE LARGELY EXPALINED BY:
market standing
innovation
productivity
pursuing opportunities
relative strength/leadership
absence of degenerative competition
Strategies and Structures
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On Being the Right Size
The Law of Surface and Mass
The law
The surface of any object increases with the square of its diameter, the mass with the diameter's
cube.

Diameter Surface Mass
Ratio S/M
2
4
8
2
16 256 4096
16
128 16384
2097152 128
1024
1048576 1073741824 1024
The law's implications
That size, structure, and strategy are closely related. Different sizes require different
structures
policies
strategies
behaviors
In biological organisms
Beyond a certain point in size—and a fairly early one at that—the hardened skin of the insect can no
longer support the mass. A skeleton is required. There are finite limits to size.
"Mass" always increases much faster than "surface."
"Weight," too, therefore goes up faster that the supporting "surface."
As a result, changes in size are not merely quantitative.
They are changes in quality.
There are, as a result, "right" and "wrong" sizes
Sizes which require a structure that is appropriate to performance and function, and sizes in which
the structure needed to support the mass is inadequate or inappropriate and becomes an
impediment.
And there is a finite limit to size. There are organizations that are simply too big to function.
Simplicity
• Clarity
people understand their own job &
see its relationship to results & performance of the whole.
• Efforts tend to be concentrated
• Expectations can be defined
• Results can be appraised & measured
• Fewer things can go wrong.
The more complex a business, the more difficult to figure out what went wrong & take the remedial
action.
Complexity
Size, Markets, Products, Technologies, Cultures, Multiple product relations
# of top mgt teams required
More specialized Organs
Organs to take care of organs
Communication problems: (lack of common experience)
More layers of mgt
More special coordinators
More forms, more procedures
More meetings
More delay in making decision
Size and Complexity
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Growth in size leads to increases in complexity
In a social organization growth in size soon requires disproportionate increases in complexity and
more and more specialized organs. Soon organs have to be developed that take care of the "inside,"
that is, organs that inform and direct the increasing mass and "feed back" to it from the increasingly
remote outside the results of its own "inside" activities. The larger any body, physical or social,
becomes, the more of its energy will be needed to keep the "inside" that is, its own mechanisms,
alive and functioning. Again mere quantity soon becomes a change in quality.
Increases in complexity
The reciprocal relationship also holds. The more complex the organization, the more does it have to
be organized on the structural principle of larger size. Size determines complexity. But complexity,
in turn, determined size.
A "threshold" phenomenon
The law of surface and mass implies that change from one kind of size to another, or from one kind
of complexity to another, is not continuous. It is a "threshold" phenomenon. There is a point at
which a transformation has to take place.
The skeleton of the higher animals did not evolve out of the insect's hard skin.
Beyound a point in size or complexity quanitity demands a "quantum jump" a transformation in
quality rather than a mere addition.
(See Why Managers page 385-387 & the distinction between companies that started big and those
that grew big)
Management is an "evolutionary leap"
It did not evolve from the single proprietor any more that the skeleton evolved from the insect's
hard skin.
This is what people usually do not understand when they talk of "delegation," that is, when they
imply that managers do their job as a part of the job of top management or as a part of the job of
the board of directors. "Delegation" always implies that the delegator can take back the delegated
task. But the cells of the higher animal cannot take back the function of the brain. It is not
delegated, but is an autonomous function of its own.
Similarly, every managerial job, if properly designed, is not delegated but is a function of its own
authority. It is the result of an evolutionary leap rather than an extension of what is already done.
See why managers page 385-387
The change from a business which the owner-entrepreneur can run with "helpers"
Requires radical changes in
Basic concepts
Basic principles
Individual vision
The Point where this change occurs
The lines lies somewhere between 300 and 1000 employees in size.
More important # of employees, perhaps, is the increase in complexity.
When a variety of tasks have all to be performed in cooperation, scnchronation, and
communication a business needs managers and a management. Otherwise, things go out of
control; plans fail to turn into action; or worse different parts of the plans get going at
different speeds, different times, and with different objectives and goals, and the favor of
the "boss" becomes more important than performance.
Size and Strategy
Size by itself has a major impact on strategy
Relationships between Size and Strategy
imported
What strategies befit different sizes?
A business that aims at leadership position in a major, let alone a worldwide, market clearly has
to be a large business.
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But even in a big market, a business which aims at filling a special and limited niche better remain
small.
The relationship between size and strategy if further complicated by the fact that the "big"
business may actually be a confederation of fair-sized or even small businesses, each with its
own strategies and its own markets. Then the business needs to think through in effect two
strategies, a number of "small business stratgies" for each of its constituent units, and a "bigbusiness strategy" for the business overall. Complexity them becomes a major factor.
The individual employee is not primarily affected by the questions of size & complexity
Size, Structure, and Strategy are closely related.
imported
Top Management needs to know
What size its company is.
What size its top-management group actually is
What size its business should be.
Whether its business is the right size or the wrong size.
Whether its structure is appropriate to the company's size and complexity.
What top management's own job is in companies fo different sizes and complexities.
Top Management needs to relate size and complexity to company strategy.
Top mangement needs to adopt a strategy and build a structure appropriate to the size of the
business.
•It might have to decide that the company, as it now stands, is not capable of carrying out its
strategy.
•It may even have to decide that the company, as it now stands, is not viable because it is of an
incurably wrong sizes. And top management needs to know what follows from such findings and
what alternatives of strategy and behavior are available to the company.
Size and Complexity Objectives
• There are minimum sizes below which a business in a given industry or market is simply not
viable.
• There are maximum sizes beyond which a business, no matter how well managed, will not, in
the long run, prosper.
But in between—and the range is very wide indeed—size and complexity have to be considered as
"business objectives."
Like all other objectives they are not "under the control" of management in the sense that what is
desirable is also, therefore, attainable, let alone already achieved. Like all other business
objectives, attaining the right size requires hard thinking and serious, consistent work.
Five major areas
Management requirements by size itself
How big is big?
What are the 'right' sizes and 'wrong' sizes?
What are the limits beyond which further growth is degenerative?
What are the implications of size for business strategy?
Management of complexity and diversity
How complex is complex?
How complex is too complex?
What requirements does complexity make?
The limits on the family business.
Can it perpetuate itself?
Can it grow beyound small size?
What are its limits in time and size?
The "Multinational" - A special case in complexity
The most complex of business organizations.
In addition to the complexities of size, markets, products, and technologies, the complexities
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of cultures and complexities of multiple political and government relationships and restraints
Managing Change and Growth
• At what point in change and growth does management have to change its characteristics, its
structure, its behavior? and
• How can it prepare itself so that it is ready for change and for growth without, at the same
time, overloading the company with functions and complexities which, at the present state of
the business, it does not require and can ill afford?
Managing innovation
Purposeful evolution.
What does an innovative organization have to be and how does it have to be structured and
managed?
See page 663•
Managing the Small, the Fair-Sized, the Big Business
Business SIZE: a configuration rather than a single aspect
Not intuitively obvious
The factors
employment
sales (level: primary processing... retail)
value added (where applicable)
complexity & diversity of product
range & volitility of demand
The number of mkts engaged in
complexity of technology
mix & types of production processes
The number of areas of diverse knowledge where excellence is
required to produce market results.
one true expression of this configuration is
management & management structure that the
business requires. (not infallible/precise)
There are a great many businesses that do not know
what size they are and
Know even less what the right strategies and right structures are for their size.
Small businesses that
Load themselves down with expensives staffs in areas which have little to do with
performance and results of the business.
Fair-sized businesses that
Fritter away their strenghts on marginal activities, products, markets
Big Businesses
• That suffer from the delusion that they are really "one small happy family."
• In which top management is the victim and prisoner of its own inanities, such as "I still
know every man in the plant by his first name," or "My door is always open."
Which, as a result, are essentially unmanaged.
• Which believe that formal structure and rules are all that is needed and which, as a result
of neglecting direct human relationships and the development of management and
managers, become byzantine, rigid, and riddled with bureaucracy, protocol, and intrigue.
SIZE DETERMINATION & STATE OF GROWTH
This test is not infallible nor precise. But it focuses on the one and only genuine characteristic of
size: the management structure it requires.
Small Business
Man at the Top knows who the few (12-15) people are in the organization in whom resposibility
for key results rests without having to consult the records or any of his associates.
Knows:
their assignments
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background
previous assignments
how well they performed in their previous assignments
what they can do
thinks he knows their limitations
what their next assignment is likely to be.
Fair-sized Business
The one man at the top can no longer by himself identify and really know every one of the truly
important men in the organization. This requires a group of three or four men together. May be
as many as forty or fifty.
Big Business
Any business in which even a small group at the top no longer knows, without consultation with
others or without consulting charts or records, who the crucial people are, where they have come
from, what they are doing, and where they are likely to go, is in a big business.
activities to obtain objectives
decisions needed
relationship between mgt jobs
The different SIZES
Small, Simple
Fair-sized
Fair-sized One-Product/One-Market Business
Basically a small business but one with a larger key personnel group than any one man can really
know.
Narrow Product Range
One Technology
One Major Market
Group of Autonomous Small Businesses
each with its own product lines and its own markets but
with the same basic economic characteristics
Same basic business
manufacturing, promotion, and distribution
branded goods through retail stores
Mutually dependant seperate businesses with seperate markets
All exploiting & increasing the company's basic franchise.
Each unit of such a company is a true business.
But the business are also interdependent and comprise together one system
which is a business in its own right and has to be managed and measured as such.
Large
MANAGEMENT Aspects
Top mgt structure
Organization structure
Objectives
Key Activities
Communication & Vision
Information & Control
Market Strategies
Innovation Strategies
SIZE & MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
Managing the different sizes
Managing the Small Business
Small business and big business are not alternatives. They are compliments. Each depends on the
other.
The small business needs organized and systematic management even more that the big
business. It does not need large central staffs. It does not need elaborate procedures and
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techniques in many areas. In fact, it can afford neither. But it does need management of a high
order.
Needs Strategy that gives it distinction.
The small business cannot afford to be come marginal. Yet this is the perennial danger.
Needs to find its specific ecological niche.
In which it has an advantage & can therefore withstand competition.
The specific niche may be leadership in distinct market whether it is defined by:
geography
consumer needs
consumer values
The Strategy may lie in a
Specific excellence - capacity to give service
Excellence in small but vital area of service
Specific Technology
Need to ask and answer the question "What Is Our Business & What Should it Be?"
Organize & Stucture the top management tasks
A little thought
A little organization
A simple reporting & control system to make sure the work is being done.
no more than a simple check list, perhaps
At most one full time top manager who does nothing else.
In fact, in most small businesses, the top man also carries some functional responsibilities
and usually should do so.
Identify the key activites necessary to attain the objectives of the business
& assign them to somebody who is accountable.
Little thought
Little organization
A simple reporting and control system
No more that a check list, perhaps—to make sure that the work is actually being done.
Establish a top mgt team.
Part time top mgt
Part time functional.
Entire management group should know:
what the key activities are
what the goals are in each area
who is resonsible for getting the work done.
Making the top person effective:
Analysis
Analysis of the key activities should be impersonal and objective; but assignments, and
especially the assignment of that part which the top man himself handles, has to be based
on what the individual excels in.
What is he really good at?
What is it that he can do better than anybody else in the business?
What is he good at that is crucial and are essential to the
survival & success of the business. (Reflect personality)
Which of the key activities are the ones the top man
himself should take?
Structure Top Person's time for 2 tasks nobody else can take.
time for:
Key people in the company
Their:
ambitions
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aspirations
way of thought & action
strengths
limitations
performance record
potential.
Requires unstructured time. Time with out an agenda.
The outside
A small business needs a strategy for leadership in a small by defined area. This requires
intimate acquaintance with the outside.
• Time to keep informed on:
Their market
On new opportunities
Changes that affect the business
• Time to answer the question what should our business be?
This doesn't require many hours. But it does require systematic, purposeful work that is
different in character from the daily operating routine.
Control & Info Systems (beyond the ususal accounting system)
Needs to
Make sure that Resources are deployed where the results are.
Make sure that It will not outrun its financial base.
Need to know well in advance when & where its financial need will increase.
Know major changes in its environment
Needs to know
needs to know of any changes in the niche
Where each of its key people is positioned &
Whether they are assigned to results or problems.
Productivity of its scarce resources
people
capital
raw materails
supplies
How its business is distributed among its customers &
to what extent it is vulnerable?
Financial & Economic Information
Cash flow & forecast tomorrow's cash needs.
Their Receivalbes
Build up of inventories down the chain
A little information about the ultimate market for their goods
About customer purchases from dealers
Needs figures which relate the
A small business needs very few figures. And most of the figures it needs are easy to obtain,
especially as precision is rarely needed.
Needs figures which relate the present "condition" of the company and the present
"deployment" of its key resources to anticipated future developments both to identify
opportunities and to ward off danger.
Managing the Fair Sized business
In many respects the ideal business. It should enjoy the advantages both of being small and being
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big.
-People still know each other and can easily get together.
-Teamwork organizes itself and should require no special effort.
-Everybody should understand what his job is and what he is expected to contribute.
-At the same time, resources are already adequate to support key activities and to obtain
excellence in those areas where excellence is required and product results.
And the fair-sized business is the "middle class" in the Aristotelian sense: the position in
business society which is most secure, most enjoyable, and most productive.
The fair-sized business should also be the easiest business to manage. In fact, observance of the
simple rules that make a small business manageable should be enough. Yet the fair-sized
business also has its own challenges and its own problems. It needs its own management rules.
The three different types have different problems
a = One-product or one-market business
The central problem is organization structure
Already too large and too complex to be served adequately by the traditional function
organization.
Symptoms of malorganization
Overextended functionalism
Poor communications
Functional parochialism
A long response time to new stimuli
The tendency to solve problems rather than make decisions
Tendency to tackle business challenges in terms of functional specialties
rather than in terms of the direction and performance of the entire business.
Yet such a business cannot be organized in terms of federal decentralization
Has to apply simulated decentralization
to what are, in effect, cost centers.
Often ought to use the task force team
Top management structure also a problem
Requires a team
Particularly true of "Conscience work"
Think through the area that requires excellence. In these area—and only these—it should,
as a rule, have a few, a very few people whose job it is to think, to plan, to advise, and
not to operate.
b =Group of autonomous small businesses
Organization Structure
Functional for the individual businesses
Federal decentralization for the overall company design
Teams essential for innovation
Top Management Structure
Team design and a fairly complex one.
A number of different top-management teams
Key people will have to play on several teams at the same time
Small corporate top management that does not engage in any work except topmanagement work.
The head of each individual unit is top management for it.
Needs to think through key activities
The corporate areas
What the business is and what it should be
What new businesses to enter and what old one to go out of
The supply and allocation of capital
The placement of key people
Corporate top management is the top management team
It will consult with the heads of the individual units.
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But the decision has to be make in contemplation of the entire business
For the individual units
Never overrule, but may replace
Expected to…corp TM
consult
ask opinions
keep informed
Owe it to team members to keep them informed and educated.
Make his own decisions
c = Mutually dependant seperate businesses
Has to be organized on two axis
It is a unified business, a system
Requires strong, unified top management, and especially unified planning
Corp top management must see—and manage—the company as one unit.
But its individual units are both autonomous and interdependent.
Yet each unit is a business of its own
Each has to be able to stand on its own feet
Must not allow any of the businesses to become a cost center
Each has to be a leader in its field
Have clear business objectives
Understand its key activities
Be organized to perform them
But each business depends on the other.
The head of each unit, therefore has to
know what goes on in all others
be concerned with them.
Three kinds of top management teams
And they had better play according to the rules that govern each of these three different
teams.
Entire Group
Very similar to the top management team required by the business based on true federal
decentralization.
Team for each unit
The heads of each unit & corp top management
They have to look upon themselves as being responsible both for their own unit and for
the health and performance of all the others.
Work out the relationships among the different ventures
Think through how each of these ventures affect the others
Think through in what form they have to make their contributions to each other.
All three types are prone to the same degenerative disease: flabbiness
Particularly susceptible to marginal ventures
A strong push for adventure
Yet few things are harder to predict that the extent to which knowledge and expertise in one
area transfer to another.
The secret of success for a fair sized business is concentration of effort
Innovation
Best suited of all business sizes for successful innovation.
Innovative efforts should
strengthen the basic unity of the business rather than dilute it.
capitalize on the strenghts of the business.
b. Directed toward developing new small businesses with
high growth potential with same basic characteristics.
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mgt skills & organization
importance of decision for the future
time span of decisions
mgt first job
temperament
fashion
scientific
basic
artistic
work force & its management
skill demands of production
operational
maintenace
design
Judgement Demands
Intensity of labor vs mech, equip, tools, automation
Production integration
production processes
inique
rigid
fles
process
Mkt process
Strategies
pioneering
counterpunching & flanking
pricing: high/low relative.
(where skill & knowledge of the fair sized business can come
into full play)
c. Should aim at exploiting :
the franchise of the company
its acceptance by a segment of the market
its special knowledge in one area
A fairsized business requires great managerial self-discipline.
Requires the willingness to support, with full resources, the efforts and areas on which the
success of the business has been built.
It requires self-restraint and almost austerity in all other areas.
The well managed fair sized business is a business that knows what its business is and what it
should be, and that purposefully and systematically concentrates its resources—and especially
its resources of performaing key people—toward the attainment of its basic mission.
Management Requirements
Top mgt
a. A number of people engaged exclusively or primarily
in T/M.
b. "One" T/M team per business unit. A number of teams for
the overall
Organization Structure
a. conscience activties in key areas requiring excellence.
a. simulated decentralization
b. functional for ind business
federal decentral for overall
Management Requirements
Capabilities
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Strategy
A fair sized business is a business which has leadership
in a fairly narrow but already visible & important area.
Maintenance of this leadership position is the secret of success.
Secret of success = concentration of effort
In those area where excellance is required to obtain obj:
need
strength, resources
high demands
insistence on performance (results)
In all other activities: the minimum or less
Innovation
Best suited of all business sizes for successful innovation.
Innovative efforts should
strengthen the basic unity of the business rather than dilute it.
capitalize on the strenghts of the business.
b. Directed toward developing new small businesses with
high growth potential with same basic characteristics.
mgt skills & organization
importance of decision for the future
time span of decisions
mgt first job
temperament
fashion
scientific
basic
artistic
work force & its management
skill demands of production
operational
maintenace
design
Judgement Demands
Intensity of labor vs mech, equip, tools, automation
Production integration
production processes
inique
rigid
fles
process
Mkt process
Strategies
pioneering
counterpunching & flanking
pricing: high/low relative.
(where skill & knowledge of the fair sized business can come
into full play)
c. Should aim at exploiting :
the franchise of the company
its acceptance by a segment of the market
its special knowledge in one area
Managing the Big business
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The small and the fair-sized business belong essentially in the same category. The group on the
performance of which the success of the business depends is still small enough and cohesive
enough to know each other personally and to be in continuing personal contact with each other.
The aim of management in these businesses is to make these direct, close, intimate personal
relationships fully effective through direction, system, and structure.
The big business has to be impersonal.
Additional managerial need and demands are caused by increasing complexity rather than by
size.
The big business requires clarity
A big business has to organize properly the formal, the objective structure. Relationships,
information about people, and mobilization of individual energies have to be built into a
structure which, of necessity, has to be impersonal, based on policies, on objectives, on
abstract definitions of jobs and of contributions, and on the routines of procedures.
People need to know the objective of the business and its priorities; its strategies and its goals;
their own position within the structure and their relationship to others
People in big business
No longer easily know each other.
No longer know from daily experience what the other person's job is
and how they go about performing it.
No longer have immediate access to final results
and therefore cannot easily direct their own work and efforts toward contribution and
performance.
Need to know
the objectives of the business and its priorities
its strategies and its goals
their own position within the structure and
their relationship to others
Otherwise
A big business degenerates into bureaucracy
where observing the proprieties
becomes more important than results, and
procedure is mistaken for productivity.
Organization Structure
Needs to employ a number of organization structures
federal decentralization whereever possible
simulated decentralization in process industry or commercial banks
teams
Function becomes the man's "home" rather than his "place of work"
and where the professional is most likely to make his greatest contribution as a
member of one of several teams
KA will always include a number of conscience areas
Clear thinking about the manager's job.
Managerial job definition in terms of
contribution & assignment
position in decision strategy
flow of information
relationships
Developing management is crucial (define)
Manager development is crucial (define)
Management Requirements
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Because of loss of access to final results.
people in the business need to know
obj of the business
its priorities
its strategies
its goals
need personal face to face encounters w TM to help
them focus on.
need to guard against the dangers of becoming inbred.
need systematic attempts to introduce flexibility
and even disorder into what otherwise easily
becomes a straightjacket of rules & procedures.
see p 661
Top mgt
A number of TM teams
T/M activties
clearly identified
clearly defined
firmly assigned
Business research group to provide
To make its top management effective.
Otherwise the top-mangement teams will lose cohesion.
Or else they will spend
far too much of their time on "coordinating",
far too much time on jurisdictional conflicts and on clearing up misunderstandings.
Top management in the big business is too complex a function not to have its own organ of
information, stimulation, thinking, and communications.
Right risks
TM info
Stimulation
Thinking
& Communcations
Needs systematic attempts to introduce flexibility and even "disorder"
into what otherwise easily becomes a straightjacket of rules and procedures.
Needs work on a direct face to face relationships
Especially with younger professionals.
It needs to organize itself to sit down with people throughtout the organization,
to listen to them,
to help them focus their vision on the objectives and opportunities of the business
rather than on their own functional or technical work,
and above all, to get to know them.
Need to avoid becoming inbred
A big business needs to guard against the danger of becoming insular and inbred. Most of
its managers and professionals are not, in their daily work, in direct contact with the outside
world. They work inside. It is in the big business where the law of surface and mass creates
the need for special organs but also dictates that these special organs will further insulate
an already insulated inside.
Members of the top-management teams in the big business, therefore, have a particular
responsibility for becoming the "sensing" organ for the outside, the eyes and ears of the
organization.
Top Management needs direct contact with the outside
Market and Customer
The ability to sense and anticipate changes in the market and to perceive, let alone
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appreciate, the unexpected.
Knowledge
If they insulate themselves from knowledge other than that peculiar to the industry or
to the company, they will soon lose their capacity for technological or social
understanding and insight.
Personal Contacts
If they confine their working contacts to people inside the organization, or to people
from other businesses who do exactly the same work—as most top management
people are prone to do—they will soon become unable to understand how ordinary
human beings behave.
Top Management needs to organize themselves for productive working time
outside of their own business, and indeed outside their own industry.
The new, the different, the outside view also has to be injected into the organization itself
Need a systematic policy of bringing in the outsider
to fill positions of substantial responsibility.
Top-Management
It is an admission of bankruptcy
It is a desperate gamble
There is not certainty, indeed, not even a high probability, that the newcomer will
"take." But if he is not the right man, it is difficult and indeed risky—and at least
most painful—to get rid of him again.
Upper-middle management
Are the positions into which people from the outside should be brought with fair
regularity.
The outsider should,as a rule, be brought into work that is known and, by and large,
already done. But he should be brought in with the express understanding that it is
his job to take a critical look at the way the work is being performed and to suggest
new and different ways of doing it. He should be brought in with the understanding
that he is to ask quenstions, suggest changes, and be altogether a "disorganizer."
This is an uncomfortable role. It is also one that an organization tolerates only if it
is being done on a fairly regualar basis and is not a "sensation" every time.
New Work)
New work should preferably, be filled from the inside unless it requires such
special talents or such special technical and professional background as to make
going on the outside absolutely necessary.
New work, by definition, is difficult and certain to run into trouble. There is
therefore a premium on staffing it with people whose capacity to perform is
proven and known—and that one only knows of the insider. New work always
requires acceptance on faith on the part of the organization. See page 663
Junior positions
Has no power and little chance of being heard.
The development of personal relationships that give flexibility
and establish the habit of cooperation between what otherwise might well become rigid
bureaucrats cannot be left to top management alone—though they will not develop unless top
management works at them. Management development within big business has as one of its
major duties the creation of personal bonds and relationships throughout the organization.
The best way to do this is for managers and professionals to grow up together and to get to
know each other in their work. When they reach positions of responsibility, they should know
enough people in all areas of the company to be able to go directly to the "right" man if
something needs to be done in a hurry and "outside of channels." Teams in a big business are
therefore a good deal more than organizational designs for specific tasks, such as studies and
innovation. It is management development. It is building the capacity for tomorrow.
Capabilities
Big business is therefore, of necessity, highly structured, complex, formal—and not very fast.
Should not engage in small-business ventures
At least it should not engage in any venture which if reasonably successful, will not develop
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into a fair-sized business.
Small business cannot afford the overhead of a big business.
Big business management also lacks the "feel" for small business
Yet it must be able to tolerate the small new venture-See Innov Organization
Ventures should be characterized as
commit resurces for a longer time
Strategy
Innovation
need innovative teams as both part of and outside of its
structure at one & the same time.
Every managerial unit of business should have responsibility
for innovation and definite innovaion goals.
GROWTH always requires new & different competences in top mgt.
A change in attitudes & behavior.
As the business gets larger, the job of TM acquires a different time dimension.
Operates further ahead in the future.
A different ratio between objective-setting & doing. More concern for objectives.
Different relationships inside mgt
Less concern with communications down the
More it will have to work on establishing comm upwards
(from lower mgt to itself)
Understanding & application of principles
Rigorous emphasis on organization structure
Clear setting of objectives
Unambiguous assignment of responsibility
3 analysis to bring about this change
analyzing the activities needed to attain objectives.
analyzing the decisions needed.
analyzing the relations between management jobs
see what these anal can be used for p 251 POM
Distinguishing Characteristics between the stages of growth
∆ from "One-man" to Small Business
requires a level of mgt between person at top & workers
∆ to Fair Sized
Top operating job has become a full time assignment
Overall Business Objectives can no longer be set by
the man who holds the top operating job.
Organizing the technical specialist
∆ to Large
Action or Objectives Job becomes too big for one man.
Full/Part time for several other people.
∆ to Very Large
Both the action & overall objective-setting must be
organized on a team basis.
Federal Decentralization
Org. of CEO & its relationship to operating mgt
∆ to Unmanageably Big Business
CEO of a product business has to work with layer above them rather
the CE team of the company.
More layers of mgt than a person of real
ability can't rise from bottom
to top and yet spend enough time on each
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level to be thoroughly tested in
performance.
more than 6 or 7 layer from bottom to top
So many different business no longer establish a common
citizenship for ots managers no longer common overall
objectives.
Actions = Steps involved in carrying out the objectives.
But not functional steps.
On Being the Wrong Size
ATTAINING THE RIGHT SIZE
Right Size
Absolute size by itself not an indicator of success & achievement being the right size is.
minimum size for a given industry/market
in some industries big business not viable
may change from one time period to another
what are the clues
what would the play look like?
Right size for its market, economy, technology
do an impact curve for a change in volumne
Right size is what ever produces the optimum
yld from production resources(eco sense)
Wrong Size
One of the toughest problems mgt can face.
A chronic, debilitating, wasting—and very common—disease
A degenerative disease & radical action is needed to cure
Is curable in the majority of cases.
Opposite of right size
Some of the causes
In certain industries the minimum viable size is very large.
A small or fair-sized business can only exist if it occupies a distinct niche
In some industries it is the big business that is apparently not viable.
What is right or wrong size may well change from one period of time to another
Something the company does or fails to do
Fair sized bus in marginal products/markets while
letting leadership position erode.
To get an order company gives away efforts or products
that far exceed the value the customer pays for.
Too small for its market or key activities needed
Too big for environment, community, economy
Diversification that results in partial fits & misfits
Diagnosis: Sysptoms clear & always the same:
One area , activity, function, or effort (or at most a few) which is all out of proportion &
hypertrophied. It is of magnitude, weight, complexity out of all proportion and hypertrophied.
Analysis
Look at the pattern of efforts vs
pattern of results & position
Strategies for dealing with Wrong Size
Strategy of Despair/Last Resort Bring the sales volumne up
to the level that would give the business a viable size.
The expenses which make the business nonviable have to be increased to support the new
level of sales volumne. The great probability is that such a strategy will have to be abandoned
(financial pressure) just when it begins to bear results.
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Change the Economic Characteristics of the business
char
location on the economic chain
area of knowledge leadership
distinct ecological niches
potentially most rewarding
exceedingly difficult
highly risky
failure of the effort
successful but changes nothing. Difficult to predict.
Will success be the answer?
Will it really give us lasting distinction?
Merger or Acquisition
Not more volumne but to find the missing piece
that put toghether with what one has , will result in a genuine whole. Another business of
the wrong size but for opposite reasons. Have to be compatable Product lines.
Much less risky
If reasons for wrong size are clearly understood &
arranged, the cure is likely to be rapid & complete
Sale & Divestment
Most likely to succeed
Where applicable it should be adopted
Always be used if wrong size is the result of expanding
from a strong base into a list of marginal ventures
The Pressures for Diversity
Introduction
Dangers of Complexity
The less diverse a business, the more manageable it is.
Simplicity makes for clarity
People can understand their own jobs and see its relationship to
results
the performance of the whole
Efforts tend to be concentrated
Expectations can be defined, and results easily be appraised and measured.
The less complex a business is, the fewer things can go wrong.
The more complex a business is, the more difficult it is
to figure out what went wrong and
to take the right remedial action.
Complexity creates problems of communications. The more complex a business
The more layers of management
The more special "coordinators"
The more forms and procedures
The more meetings
The more delays in making decisions
Diversification: Myth and Realities
Myth:
That businesses that diversify into many areas is likely to do better than the business that
concentrates on one area.
Realities
Examples
Present
The "long-pull" performers
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The area
Businesses
Public Service institutions
Universities
Service Staffs in a business
Studies
The point of Complexity beyound which a business in no longer manageable
When top mangement has to
depend totally on abstractions such as
formal reports
figures
quantitative data
rather than be able to see,know and understand the business,
its reality,
its people,
its environment
its customers
its technology
then a business has become too complex to be manageable.
A business is manageable only if
top management is capable of testing against concrete reality the measurements and information
it receives, that is abstract figures, data, and reports
The inherent weaknesses in all possible information systems
The information system can be
as well designed as possible
as complete as possible
as much in "real time" as possible.
Yet
It only answers questions which top management has already asked.
It can only report what had already had impact—that is what is already yesterday.
For one can only codify the past.
Every report is codification.
The new developments that really matter
Are always by definition outside any possible reporting system.
By the time they show up in the figures, it is very late—and may well be too late.
Unless one understands what is truly relevant.
Unless one has the ability to hold the actual reality against one's expectations
One will be overtaken by events.
One will become aware of problems only when they become "trouble."
One will see opportunities only when they have already been missed.
Management by "controls" the Litton experience.
The Fallacy of "Asset Management"
Jim Ling
There is such a business but it is strictly a financial business
There is also an asset mangement function within each business
Every business needs to make sure that assets are being managed and are being employed where
the results are.
Closing down or selling off parts that are tying down large chunks of assets without producing
returns.
What to do next?
The long-term industrial investor
(A financial business)
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Looks for the right business to invest in
Takes a substantial position in it
The investor sits on the board of directors
Provides counsel and effective hard-working board members.
Makes sure that the board does its own task;
that it reviews the basic plans and strategies of each company and
puts in a top-management team that is doing its job and performs.
But they do not "manage" the business
Do not pretend that they own or manage one conglomerate company.
Each of the businesses is managed separately, by its own management team.
Each has its own objectives, its own strategy—and its own rsults.
Nothing succeeds like concentration on the right business
If the company is not in the right business, diversification will no more make it a "growth company,"
than a man with a broken hip will be restored to health, by being taken on a twenty-mile forced
march with an eighty-pound pack on his shoulders.
Why diversification?
Performance Record
While the best-performing group of businesses is always found to comprise highly concentrated,
single market, or single technology companies, the worst-performing group also always includes a
goodly number of such highly concentrated, single-market, or single-technology companies.
Reasons and presures for diversification
• Management needs to understand them
• Management needs be able to manage them
• Management needs to manage such diversification as might be needed in, and indeed desirable
for a business.
Internal pressures (LESS IMPORTANT)
Psychological pressure—Need to do something different.
Managing the Repetoire (size remains the same)
add 1 new major piece each yrs
every few years pick something new that is quite different
from the rep that made their name.
sloughoff one as the add one.
to hear new things in old familiar pieces
See the Merck example
It focuses its energies on producing each year a small number of genuinely new and
different drugs which represent a major improvement in the treatment of disease.
Results in genuine diversification rather than mere product proliferation.
Quietly withdraws effort and support from older drugs which no longer have leadership.
Backward & Fwd Integration
Which balances the vulnerabilities and weaknesses of one's own wrong size
Not the only remedy
But where it is appropriate, it is the right remedy.
Need to integrate backward or forward
Only integration that remedies a problem of wrong size works out as a rule
Integration is complexity
It diversifies its activities
It reqquires new skills
It assumes new risks
This is justified if it remedies gross disparity
between the cost and rewards of certain phases of the economic process of which it is a
part.
Decisions concerning integration should therefore always start out with
an understanding of cost structure and revenue streams for the entire economic process.
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That combination of stages in the economic process which will give over the long term the
most favorable ratio between cost and revenue, and between opportunities and risks, is the
best integration balance of a business.
Convert an internal cost center into a revenue producer
Even a profitable business that is developed out of a cost center should be kept only if it fits in.
It should be kept only if it is compatable with one's own mission, and one's own strategy, and
if it serves one's own market or exploits one's own technology. Otherwise it leads to a diffusion
of efforts.
Indeed it might be advisable to seperate such a business developed out of a cost center and to
set it up independently, even though it does fit into the overall frame.
J. Lyons & Co
Caters to an exhibition
Building popular chain-resturants serving decent food at low prices
20 years later
Building Large resturants
Popular priced hotels
Manufacuturing food
for its hotels and resturants
then for the British consumer
Support Activities
Laundry
Trucking Fleet
Heineken
External pressures (MORE IMPORTANT and more pervasive)
Pressure of an economy so small and confined
that the individual business cannot grow beyond a small size. Developing economy sequence &
circumstances p688. Wrong pattern when the mkt grows
Where the pattern is not being sloughed off as an economy develops it is likely to become a
straightjacket, stunting growth, both of the economy and the economy's businesses
Business Diversification based on Market Expansion
Multinational Corp. - most visible and important example today
Technology Branching
The major electric-apparatus and chemical companies
are the most conglomerate of all the conglomerates, exceeding even ITT in the number of
different businesses, different processes, different product lines, and different markets they
are engaged in.
This diversification was not planned
America's commercial business
Thrust of tax legislation
tax on dividends
New Markets
Mass Mkt Investor-expectations
Mass Mkt for jobs & careers
young educated
All businesses need to think through
whether they need to diversify
& how.
Some of the pressures are
opportunities for a company,
others are threats,
some reward wrong behavior, & punish right behavior.
In certain stages of a company's development diversification
may be a necessity
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In others it may be highly desirable
In others yet, it may be a temptation that should be sternly resisted
The right and wrong diversification
The record cleary show there is a right and wrong diversification
The right diversification produces businesses whose performance capacity almost equal that of
the top performers among highly concentrated, single-market or single-technology
companies.
The wrong diversification produces businesses performing as poorly as a single-market or
single-technology firm that is concentrated in the wrong busines.
The difference is always that the performing diversified company has a common core of unity
to its business or businesses
Top Mgt has to decide
what diversification &
how much a particular company needs
to make the most of its strenght's and
to get the best results from its resources.
The Analytical Questions
• What is the least diversification this business needs?
to accomplish its mission,
obtain its objectives &
continue to be viable & prosperous?
• What is the most diversification we can manage?
the most complexity this business can bear?
• Optimum lies somewhere in-between
The closer to the minimum the more easily manageable.
Concentration, Simplicity, and Diversity
• No matter how desirable concentration is, it may have to be harmonized with diversification.
• Otherwise it could become overspecialization.
• But no matter how desirable—or indeed inescapable—diversification is, it has to make
possible concentration.
• Otherwise it becomes splintering and diffusion.
• Simplicity and complexity are both genuine needs.
• They pull the business in opposite directions.
• Yet they must not be allowed to become conflicts.
• They must instead be sythesized.
• To manage diversity by embedding it in a common core of unity is a top-management task
—equally pressing for small, fair sized, and big business.
Build Unity Out of Diversification
The performing diversified company has a common core of unity
Does not splinter the business
TWO ways to harmonize diversity into unity
Both provide the first requirement of unity: a common language through out the organization.
Common Market
More likely to be successful.
Expertise in a market is experience.
Feel rather than fact.
Understanding rather than information.
Caveats
The customer decides what the market is
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what the customer aggregates
foresight & analysis quite unreliable
not easily determined by market research
expectaion vs results : test market
who
how
value expectations
Need a true business strategy not a mere aggregation.
A strategy always defines both what to include
within the definition of one's business
& what to exclude
A common mission for the entire business
• Each business within a diversified company, indeed each product line and each
distribution channel need its own plans, goals, & strategies.
• Each needs its own set of clear objectives and to measure results against expectations.
• Each needs to be managed as an autonomous business.
• But at the same time, to obtain the results of diversification there has to be a unified
strategy, an overall design. A common mission for the entire business.
Common Technology
tech means: science, engineering, organized skill, useful knowledge. Provides a common language.
more difficult than common mkt
basic rules of success: the TECH
must be specific
Must be a skill rather than a theory
What we can do with great skill and high distinction.
must be distinct & endow leadership characteristics
& central rather than incidental to p/s into which
a co. diversifies
needs a basic strategy as much as does mkt based diver
And the strategy is more complex and more difficult.
Strategic Requirements
Best way to exploit?
develop
license
joint venture
sell
Focus on developments of major significance
Identify & define what additional or new tech is
needed to put existing tech into new p/s or mkts.
What old tech do we need to abandon or playdown
because it does not fit?
New mkting knowledge & new mkting strategy
Managing Diversity
Growth Vector-pict
Could this product,process, service, tech, or mkt fit better elsewhere?
Yes or Maybe:
What would we have to be able to do to make it fit our
business?
How likely are we to learn it?
No:
What would be the most desirable divorse for us?
for the misfit or partial fit
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TOOLS
(pict)
imported
Grass Roots Development
What can it contribute to us?
What new capability?
What new strength?
What new market or tech does it promise to produce for us?
Altogether what will it do for us?
Acquisition
Probably not an exact fit.
May take a long time for it to serve its purpose.
Should significantly raise the capacity of the acquired
business to perform and produce results.
May be mgt, tech, strength in distribution.
Money is not enough.
Must be able to provide Top Mgt for the companies it acquires.
Within 1st yr of merger it is important that a large# of
people receive substantial promotions from one of the
former companies to the other.
Merger seen as personal opportunity.
Be prepared for unpleasant surprises.
Must possess the abilities going in.
See Acquisition-Master
Company that constantly "unlucky" with either approach lacks
the temperament . Its way of doing things, its ability,
what it finds congenial. Doesn't understand the problems of
the new & growing. Lacks the innovative capacity.
Joint venture
most flexible, most difficult
3 kinds: different purposes & characteristics
different interest if it succeeds
ground rules
Spell out objectives in advance for both parents & JV
A way to make a decision in case of a dead lock
respected arbitrator
Autonomy
What to do if becomes big & successful
Divestment
For whom is this venture value?
under what conditions
To whom would it be the best opp or solve the worst problem.
The buyer who will pay the most
Diversification Outcomes & appropriate actions(AA)
(pict)
imported
Highly Promising or Apparently Successful
Near success
Failure
Fit
Partial Fits
More common
Most dangerous temptation in diversification
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Definition
The new product that does not fit because:
its success demands its own market, and its own customers,
but which also constitute
an important supply to the orginating business
or an important customer for one of its own customers.
AA
If the new development that requires diversification in a p/s which promises to provide a
profitable & a new access to market for an existing product or service(that is to become an
important customer) One asks: Is the contribution our existing product makes to the new
development the essential, the central contribution?
YES: Likely to be manageable.
NO: Need to be seperate.
Misfits
diversification that damages or destroys a
company's core of unity
exceeds a company's ability to manage
might be successful if the company could do
something it cannot or should not.
Types:
Products, services, businesses that looked like a logical extension of one's own market that turn
out not to fit because the customer defined the market differently from the way the producer
does.
Developments that come, so to speak, organically out of one's own business or technology but do
not fit into a frame of common unity.
A business that has had original unity finds its technology branching in diffenent directions that
have less & less in common with one another.
Note on the family business
Multinational Corporation (really the transnational company)
Points made in the chapter
The split between economy & sovereignty
The "Multinational Corporation"
Intergating political & cultural diversity into managerial unity
The internal forces
The need for business strategy an d straefies
The need to concentrate
The top management teams
The need for systems management
The individual manager
His organizational placement
A man needs a home
How to pay?
The Multinaltional & its environment
Its position in its host company
Its position in its home company
Not an economic but a political problem
The multinational in the developing countries
The folly of import substitution
The wholly owned subsidiary
The canadian exapmple
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The problems of success
The petroleum concession
The multinational tomorrow
INTRODUCTION
Raises diversity & complexity to new levels
Makes new & unprecedented demands on top management
Business strategy
Stucture & behavior
The major social innovation since WWII
The testing period still ahead
A world economy distinct from political sovereignties
Multi corp the forerunner to the multi public service agency
Myths about
Not an American development
Not confined to big business
Not confined to manufacturing
Not the response to Protectionism
What explains the multinational corp
The Emergence of a genuine world market
Common World Market
Defined
A market which is not limited or defined by
national
cultural
or ideological boundaries
but transcends them
No longer even international but increasingly "non-national"
Based on common worldwide demands and expectations
Any market is defined by demand.
Demand creates the supply
Demand determines what the supply is
Demand determines
the opportunities
the needs
the characteristics which make the market
Following WWII, As income & information increased
country after country
developed the same or similar demand patterns
Does not necessarily mean that
the same goods and services have a worldwide market
and that what sells in one area will sell in another.
Example p 735
Dehydrated soup
European factor
light weight
limited storage space at home
American factors
shops by car
Both want convenience & willing to pay for it.
Universal demands
The great demand has been for
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little mobility
little power
little health care
little education
small luxuries
assertion of personality
Not based on affluence
but information
One effect of the change in the world economy
Need of international vision
Understand the major currents and trends of the world eco
The World Market as Integrator
A market integrates.
It converts "resources" into "factors of production"
Traditional theory
comparative advantages with respect to factorial costs
The country is no longer the unit of production.
International trade meant
trade in goods & services
It now means increasingly
trade in the factors of production.
Need a picture here.
From Multinational to Transnational Company
word too deeply intrenched
Multinational = doing business in many countries
Not the factors of production that
explain the the transnational
inform its strategy
explain its behavior
but the reality of a common world market
The split between Economy & Sovereignty
The emergence of an autonomous world eco which
is not the sum of national economies.
What the challenge to sovereignty means
Multinational has to
has to grope its way
to improvise as it goes along
experiment and test rather than
proceed along clearly understood lines
on the basis of firmly grasped principles
Multinational an extremely difficult structure
Presents difficulties internally,
basic business strategy
management structure
managerial relations
External existence in its environment
Relationship to the national state in to which it falls
Multicultural
different languages
Managing the multinational corp is therefore largely a
problem of integrating
political
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& cultural diversity.
The Problems of Strategy
Both internal & external diversity
It has to create unity out of its own managerial organ
& yet do justice to the diversity of
peoples,nationalities, & loyalties within it.
It has to create a unified business that can optimize
factorial costs and factorial advantages within
a common world market
& yet live in peace with a multitude of seperate political
sovereignties
Units need to be both autonomous & interdependent
Autonomous with its own:
objectives
priorities & plans
profit & loss responsibility
Strategic decisions of often irreversible- impact.
Decisions cannot be made at the top alone
A multinational strategy that … is condemned to futility
takes into account the overall company.
is decentralized and considers each unit & each market as an autonomous business
See discussion on page 742
The successful multinationals are in effect single-market or technolgy companies
The Top Management Teams
Has as many TM teams as it has business strategies
The typical hierarchy is not the answer
Unilever Organization
National (eg German) Companies report directly to TM
Major Product Group Committees at Top Mgt Level
GM's have status at Company level
with labor unions, local government, within the industry
This is not the ide
CPC
5 distinct companies
TM acts as the companies board working at each local level.
One conclusion
Don't mix managing one of the units with managing the overall corp.
A fixed place of business is a necessity
TM structures are cultural
Need systems management structure. Most difficult
The individual manager (General Manager in a small culture)
Even more perplexing is the design of the individual manager's job & of his function.
He better be a man of considerable standing in the community.
Yet in terms of sales the country does not account for much more than a fair-sized sales
district in one of the major developed countries.
The only solution is to say that the man is both
manager of a fair-sized sales district
and member of company top management.
Which of the tow he is depends on the situation.
And must be largely left to him
Rarely use his access to the top
Problems of Personnel Policy (opportunity, status, pay)
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A man needs a home
If the person doesn't want to move then don't relegate them to second class citizenship.
Equal opportunity regardless of passport
Yet a man's national roots, loyalties, culture, and need for a home need to be respected.
How to pay?
Local standards, in line with position, or according to the economics of the situation
Unable to find any successful and working compensation policy
The most successful policy
We know that whatever we do will at best take care of symptoms for a few months
but at least we try to make our mgt people understand that there is not solution
and that day-to-day accommodations to the worst problems of the moment is the
best they - and we - expect.
The Multinaltional & its environment
The function of the multinational in a common world market
To allocate production and markets according to economic logic
To optimize production & distribution across very large areas if not the world.
Economic optimization does not export jobs it creates them
The multinational is a problem because political & economic reality no longer coincide
Need for new internatinal law.
The Multinational in the developing countries (need to spend more time on this)
Greatest problems and greatest contributions
A developing country needs
Capital
Access to technology even more
Access to markets for whatever goods it one surplus resource - labor- can produce.
Most of all, a way to acquire skills
industrial
managerial
entrepreneurial
Has a balance of payments problem
The more capital it imports
the more foreign exchange it will have to produce to service the capital
Has a severe identity problem
Best people work for outside bosses
Feeling of dependence
Powerful competitor to the local entrepreneur
It is up to the multinational and its TM to structure the right relationship with a developing country
The tension cannot be eliminated. But it can be assuaged
Refraim from going into business
that will, inevitably, become a burden on the slender foreign exchange resources
that cannot exist unless so heavily protected as to become a burden on the
country's consuming masses
Where costs of raw mat. labor, or capital are high
Countries seeking import substitution.
Wholly owned sub is not the right pattern
Who makes the optimization decisions.
Think ahead and solve the problems which its own success will create in the Dev Country
The country will have become a developed country.
The Multinational tomorrow
Will be different
From multinational to transnational.
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The relationship between the multinational & its political environment
What won't work
Canadian pattern
Infrastructure
IBM's market position
Without thinking through the conswquences of their success
Tomorrow's Management Structures
Harmonize the Need for polcentric management withe the need for a common business strategy
Ability to exploit whatever capital markets are most advantageous
In the form preferred by each capital market
Systems Management is the organization design concept
This is what we want to achieve; how does one get it done in "Peoria"
Requires:
Top management free itself from all operating responsibility
Think through what its business is/are & should be
Management by objectives & self control
Conscience functions organized & made effective
Self-discipline on the part of managers and willingness to take upward responsibility to
keep higher management & especially top mgt informed, knowledgeable, and educated.
Business Research Staff.
Personal Contact
"Apple Link"
Meet with people as learners, as listners, as resource.
Managing Growth
Avoiding the GROWTH CRISIS :(for the small/medium sized business)
From Changing World of the Executive
GROWTH CRISIS:
identity crisis
out of control
financial crisis
Difficult to cure the growth crisis but fairly easy to prevent.
Manage the business for cash flow
ID & develop the ability to withstand a 90 day liquidity
crisis.
Anticipate the Fin. Structure & Fin Resources it will require
3 years ahead.
FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
A/R
Plant & Equip
Distribution Facilities
whse
delivery fleet
technical service
Materials Inventory
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
equity
LTD
Med term notes
Short term comm credit
Anticipate future Info needs & develop before its needed.
What additional (to the accounting system) info do we need
To have real control &
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to know what really goes in the business.
What are the real results & real costs in the business?
Need to concentrate of where the results are.
On the technolgies, market, products.
Need to slought off diversions.
Develop the top mgt it will need when it is grown
Id the key activities in the business
people
money
Which KA fit the people at the top?
Which of our associates have the capacity to take on,
in addition to their current duties, the KA for
which the present manager are not suited?
GROWTH
Growth is not automatic. It does not follow from success (High Market Share, Growing Market beyond
the infant stages).
Of course it requires have the right product or services for the right markets at the right time. But this
is a prequisite for growth, a necessary condition, rather than growth itself.
Growth of a social organism such as a business is as much stress and strain as growth is in a biological
organism. Growth is discontinuity. At one stage a business must change itself. And at that stage there
is usually the kind of identity crisis of which the modern psychologist speak when they analyze the
transition from adolescence to adulthood. As with human being, the ablest, the brightest, the most
highly motivated seem to suffer the worst identity crisis.
Identity crisis can't decide which stage they are in.
The biggest problem of size
A problem of small, fair sized, large, the very large enterprise alike is the fact that these four don't
form a continumm. Each of these are distinct stages.
There is no virtue in a company's getting bigger. The right goal is to become better.
Growth, to be sound, should be the result of doing the right things.

Is Growth Necessary?
An exponential rate of growth can't be maintained for long periods.
Size of the organ
Size of its host
High rates of growth for extended periods is anything but healthy.
It makes an institution exceedingly vulnerable.
It makes it all but impossible to manage properly.
It creates stresses, weaknesses, and hidden defects
which at the first slight setback, become major crisis.
From a financial point of view of the investor
The growth company is not a sound investment.
Sooner or later—usually sooner—runs into real difficulties
Tremendous losses
Write off vast sums
Becomes, in effect, unmanageable.
Takes years to regain its health and its capacity to
grow again
product profits
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Today's growth company is tomorrow's problem.
The the same vulnerability charaterizes the "growth industry"
A poor investment except for the most knowledgeable.
A great many entrants (30 or 40)
Shakeout
Five to eight may remain
Three or four assume leadership and retain it for decades
Another three or four become respectable fair sized businesses.
occupying small but distinct niches.
The rest disappear
Which companies will emerge as leaders is unpredictable.
Even the insider has little chance to guess correctly.
The decisice factor is well hidden.
The capacity of a company's management to
1. Manage for growth and
2. Develop the strategy that will give it leadership position in the shakeout.
The apparent leader may not be the final leaders
The securities market would be well advised to put a discount rather than a premium on
growth stocks and
growth industries
Growth is a risk
Growth in Public-Service Institution
Growth as a Survival Need
Growth will continue to be desirable and indeed a necessary busines objective.
Even in a stangnant economy there would be a need to understand how to manage growth.
A period of zero growth is not one of stability. It is one of turbulence.
In a growing economy there is plenty of room
But when the economy as such does not grow, changes in the economy are bound
to be sharp and abrupt
Whether we are at the end of economic growth
Limitation of resources and the environment
2/3 of mankind still live in abject poverty.
Growth in the future may mean different things
A shift to growth in knowledge industries rather than manufacturing
Cost will be different
The pattern of development in tomorrow's fast-developing countries may well differ
New factors pressing for growth
Expectations of the young, educated people
Want careers
Retirement of older men does not create enough new slots.
The need for growth objectives
A management needs a rational growth policy
Minimum objectives
Management needs to think through the minimum of growth which its company requires.
• What is the Minimum of growth without which the company would actually lose strength, vigor
and ability to perform if not survive.?
A company needs a viable market standing otherwise it soon becomes marginal. It soon becomes
the wrong size. And if the market expands, whether domestically or worldwide, a company has to
grow with the market to maintain its viability. At times a company therefore needs a very high
minimum growth rate.
May mean identifying the most promising market segments and concentrating on them.
• How much growth do we need so as not to become marginal as our market grows?
• What is the minimum in each market?
Can we expect to keep up?
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• What market segments offer the best opportunities for us.?
Growth objectives have to be economic objectives rather than volume objectives.
Growth in the context of a business is an economic rather than a physical term. Volume by
itself is irrelavant.
What matters in business is economic performance, as measured by
1. Contribution to economy & society
2. Productivity of resources: people, capital, key physical resources, & time.
3. Profitability.
A business grows if it grows in economic performance and economic results. To want to be a
"billion-dollar company" is not a rational growth objective.
Growth objectives have to be economic objectives rather than volume objectives.
This is particularly important as the most dangerous mistake is to confuse growth with putting
on fat. A business actually grows if it sloughs off activities which do not contribute.
• Should this or that activity of the company be closed down, sold, or at least de-emphasized.
Optimal objectives
• What is the combination of activities, products, and businesses that promise to produce the
best balance between risk and return on resources?
• What is the point at which increased market standing can be obtained only at a cost in
productivity of every major resource and of all resources together?
• What is the point beyond which greater profitabilty could be obtained only by a steep increase
in risk.
• What is the point below which a decrease in risk is likely to sharply to curtail productivity and
profitability—and also endanger market position.
The upper range of a company's growth goals
• It is this optimum point, rather than a maximum, which determines the upper range of a
company's growth goals.
Growth should be at least the minimum growth.
But it should, as a rule, not exceed the optimum.
•Indeed, growth that exceeds the optimum, that is, growth that
purchases market position at the price of lower productivity, or
purchases higher productivity at the price in market position,
is basically unsound and cannot be sustained.
It is the growth that leads to costly "surprises" in the "growth company."
It is the growth that creates vulnerabilites, flaws, overextension, lack of control and, fairly soon, a
major, if not fatal, setback.
A growth policy is a business policy
It requires objectives, priorities, strategy. It requires that growth goals be rational and grounded
in the objective reality of a business, of its markets, of its technologies, rather than in financial
fantasy.
The Need to Prepare for Growth
Growth requires internal preparation
The opportunity for growth.
When the opportunity for rapid growth will come in the life of a company cannot be predicted. But
a company has to be ready.
If a company is not ready, opportunity moves on and knocks at somebody else's door.
A company can grow only to the extent to which its people can grow.
Must be managed in such a manner that all its members are willing and ready to take on new,
different, and bigger responsibilities as a matter of course and without trepidation.
Create an atmosphere of continuous learning
A readiness to do different and bigger things
Financial Planning for the demands of a bigger business
capital structure
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arrangements for obtaining short term loans & working capital.
Financial strategy is essential to growth—as essential as
Product strategy
Technoligical strategy
Market strategy
Top Management: The controlling factor
For a company to be able to grow
Top management must be willing and able to change itself, its role, its relationship, and its
behavior.
Very hard to accomplish:
Are asked to
1. abandon the behavior that produced the success to this point,
2. —or so it seems to them—to abdicate their leadership position,
3. to hand over their child to others.
For growth always requires that the management of one man—or of a small handful of men—be
replaced by a genuine top-management team.
Top management has to start preparing itself for growth at a very early stage.
Define the Key Activities & Build a budding TM team to take care of them.
"Got to act like a big company today"
Work on the appearance to the outside world.
Design of its products
Design of all graphics with which it communicated with
the outside world
its employees
"Big splash" with its advertising and promotion
Run internally on the basis of managerial austerity.
No staffs
No R&D
No VP of this and that
Strong field sales organization
An educational director
Support the KA with the level of resources
Support the KA with the level of resources which will be needed after the growth has taken
place. Competance, ability, strength. Must starve the other activities
Boss can learn to be a manager by assigning KA to others who can do them better.
Have to be aware of the basic symptoms of the need for change.
He has to know the symptoms that indicate that a company has outgrown its traditional:
structure,
management behavior, and,
above all, role of the top man.
One reliable Symptom:
The top man in a company—especially in a small or fair-sized company that has been growing
fast—is typically exceedingly proud of the men who work with him. And yet—and this is the
infallible symptom of the need for change—not one of the "boys" is "quite ready yet." to take
on bigger jobs.
This is a clear indication that the top man himself is not ready .
The changes needed
Transition:
from boss to manager
from virtuoso performer to conductor
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FROM:
Knowing everybody in the company
every customer
everything that goes on
Making every decision
Solving every problem
Functional Organization
TO:
Manage by objectives for managers & manage through self control
Multiple Organization Designs

Mgt has to decide whether it really wants to change or not
A long history of preparation
Acceptance of the top man's new role long before it becomes a necessity.
Decide whether he wants his company to grow.
A great deal to be said for the "middle class"
Decide whether it is really capable of growth
Decide whether he wants to work in a big business
Alternative is to step aside
notes
See
Managing in Turbulent Times p45
The Changing World of the Executive: Helping Small Businesses Cope
The Changing World of the Executive: Good Growth and Bad Growth
The Innovative Organization
The Innovative Organization
Introduction
Few businesses organize innovation as a distinct and major task.
Large sums of money spent on research—improvement rather than innovation.
There were good reasons in the past for the focus on the administrative function to the neglect of
innovation
In the early 1900's the great and new need.
Was to learn and organize, structure, and direct the large-scale human organization.
A job done by the "inventor" of the 19th century.
Not too much scope for innovation from 1920 -1950
Not a period of rapid change, either in technology or society
Technolgy built on foundations laid before WWI
We may be entering a period of rapid change.
More comparible in its basic features to the closing decades of the 19th century
than to the immediate past with which we are familiar.
A new major industry, surfaced every few months on average.
A new major industrial area emerged each decade on average
The need for social and political innovation
The modern metropolis needs new government forms
The relationship between man and environment
has to be thought through and restuctured.
No modern government governs effectively anymore.
Innovation from now on will have to be built into existing organizations.
They command access to manpower and capital to a degree undreamed of 100 yrs ago.
The ratio of initiation to implementation costs has changed significantly
The cost of
research or invention and
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the efforts needed to convert the results of research or invention into new businesses,
new products, or new institutions.
Generating the idea-$1
"Research" to convert it into a new discovery or new invention.-$10
Development-$100
Introduction and establishment of a new product or business-$1,000-10,000
Innovation is
Innovation is not a technical term
It is an economic and social term.
Its criterion is not science or technology, but
a change in the economic or social environment,
a change in the behavior of people
as consumers or producers,
as citizens,
as students or as teachers, and so on.
Innovation creates new wealth or new potential of action rather than new knowledge.
This means that the bulk of innovative efforts will have to come from
the places that control the manpower and the money needed for development and marketing,
that is frome the existing large aggregation of trained manpower and disposable money—
existing businesses.
This does not mean that small business, or even the lone entrepreneur
will not continue to play an important role.
A established compay which in an age demanding innovation
is not capable of innovation is doomed to decline and extinction
Innovative Examples
Big businesses
Renault in France
Fiat in Italy
Marks & Spencer in England
ASEA in Sweden
Sony in Japan
Ullstein in Germany
USA
3M
Bell Labaroties
Bank of America
These managements stay much too busy finding
the manpower and the money to run with the innovations their organizations force on them.
An organization's ability to innovate is a function of management
rather than of industry, size, age of the organization or a country's "culture and tradition."
It institutionalizes the innovative spirit and creates a habit of innovation.
It manages to innovate as an organization.
It is organized to make change into norm.
Common characteristics of innovation organizations
They know what "innovation" means.
Innovation is value.
A change outside.
The measure of innovation is impact on the environment.
It must always be market focused.
Innovation that is product-focused is likely to produce "miracles of technology" but
disappointing rewards.
What will make a difference to telephone service ?
To start with the customer's or client's need for a significant change
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is often the most direct way
to define new science, new knowledge, and new technology, and
to organize purposeful and systematic work on fundamental discovery.
They understand the dynamics of innovation
They do not believe that innovation is determined
They do not believe that innovation is haphazard.
Innovation follows a probability distribution.
It is possible to say what kind of innovation, if
successfully brought about, is likely to become
a major or process,
a major new business,
a major market
They know how to look systematically for the areas
where innovative activity, if it produces results, is likely to enjoy success and to be rewarding.
Basic economic vulnerability of a process, a technology, or an industry.
Growing demand that cannot be turned into profitability.
Glaring disparity between various levels of an economy or of a market.
Exploitation of the consequences of events that have already happened but
have not yet had their economic impacts.
Demographic development
Changes in knowledge
Innovations that lie outside the probability distribution
Are unexpected and that change the world rather than exploit
They are the innovations in which an entrepreneur sets out to make something happen.
They are the truly important innovations
They are also clearly the most risky ones
99 fail for every 1 that succeeds
It is important to keep watching for them.
But, by their very nature, they cannot be the object of
systematic, purposeful, organized activity within the business enterprise. They cannot be
managed.
And they are sufficiently rare to be treated as exceptions, despite their overreaching
importance. The business that focuses on the probability pattern and organizes its
innovation strategy to take advantage of it will innovate. And it will in the process
become sensitive to the exceptional, the great, the truly historic innovation, and
equipped to recognize it early and to take advantage of it.
To manage innovation, a manager
need not be a technologist.
need not be an economist.
needs to anticipate vulnerabilities and opportunities.
needs to study innovation
to learn its dynamics,
its patttern
its predictability
has to be at least literate with respect to the dynamics of innovation.
See Part II of Managing for Results
Managing for Results Part II
I. BUILDING ON STRENGTH
A. IDEAL BUSINESS
B. MAXIMIZE OPPORTUNITIES
C. MAXIMIZE RESOURCES
D. The three together (what they do)
E. Procedure
F. OPPORTUNITY & RESOURCE RANKING
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II. Finding BUSINESS POTENTIAL
A. Restraints & limitations that make the vulnerable,
B. Imbalances
C. Threats
1. Hidden opp in developments that seem to threaten a business or industry
2. What compromises with what we claim to be
harmful to our business are we already making?
Are they actually harmful?
Or do we benefit?
III. MAKING THE FUTURE TODAY
A. The future that has already happened
1. The clues/sources of change
Knowledge
Major cultural changes
Industry and marketing structures
Population
Other industries, countries, markets
Internal friction within the company.
A business or activity that has reached its objectives.
Own assumptions
2. Looking for the future
3. The power of this approach
B. Making the future happen (The Power of an Idea)
1. A different idea.
2. An entrepreneurial idea.
3. Source of the idea
4. What's needed?
5. Is this necessary?
6. A personal opportunity.
They have a innovative strategy.
Start with the question "What is our business and what should it be?"
Assumptions regarding the future are different
from the assumptions made with respect to the ongoing business.
On going business assumptions
Present product lines and services, present markets and present distribution channels,
present technologies and processes will continue.
The first objective of a strategy for the ongoing business is to optimize what already exists
or is being established.
The ruling assumption of an innovative strategy
is that whatever exists is aging.
The assumption must be that present product lines and services, present markets and
present distribution channels, present technologies and processes will sooner or later—and
usually sooner—go down rather than up.
The governing device of a strategy
for the ongoing business: "Better and More"
for the innovation strategy: "New and Different"
See Kami
The foundation of innovative strategy
is planned and systematic sloughing off of…
the old
the dying
the obsolete
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Innovating organizations spend neither time nor resources on defending yesterday
Systematic abandonment of yesterday alone can free resources
and especially the scarest resource of all, capable people, for work on the new.
Innovation efforts must aim high
It is just as difficult and risky
to make a minor modification to an existing product as it is to innovate a new one.
Aims to create
A new business rather than a new product within an already established line.
A new performance capacity rather than an improvement.
New concepts of what is value rather than satisfying existing value expectations a little
better.
Aims at making a significant difference.
"Success" in innovating efforts is a batting average of 1 out of 10
The success has to make up for the 9 losers
They know it requires different objectives, goals, and measurements
that are appropriate to the dynamics of innovation.
Keep the accounting & performance figures seperate.
Budgets should be treated differently.
In the on going business
Is the effort necessary? Or can we do with out it?
What is the minimum level of support that is needed?
In the innovative effort
Is it the right opportunity?
What is the maximum of good people and key resources which can
productively be put to work at this stage?
The three factors that determine innovative strategy
A seperate measurement system for innovative efforts makes it possible to appraise the three
factors that determine innovative strategy.
The ultimate opportunity
The risk of failure
It is important to decide when to abandon an innovative effort
In fact it may be more important than to know when to start a project.
Successful laboratory directors know when to abandon a line of research
which does not yield the expected results.
The danger of the near-success
minor addition to the product line
overtaken by a more successful p/s/process during the gestation period.
Another specialty which only a few customers will buy but are not willing to pay for.
It is important to think through and write out expectations
Then when the innovation has become a product, a process, or a business
One compares one's expectations to reality.
If reality is significantly below expectations
one does not pour in more money or men
Should we not go out of this, and how?
The effort and expenditure needed.
Managing innovation
Think throught what one expects and when
Inevitably, these expectations are changed by events.
Unless there are … the innovation is not being managed.
Intermediate results
Specific progress
"Fallouts" to actual operation along the way
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Rethink this every 2 to 3 years
Management, and especially top management, plays a different role
and has a different attitude.
In the traditional managerial organization
Top management is the final judge.
This means…
In the innovative organization
The first and most important job of management is the opposite: it is to convert impractical,
half baked, and wild ideas into concrete innovative reality.
The innovative organization is structured differently
and set up differently from the managerial organization.
The Innovative Organization
Innovation starts with an idea
Developing the Idea
What would be needed to make this embryonic, half-baked, foolish idea into something
that makes sense,
that is feasible,
that is an opportunity for us?
People with ideas must think through the work needed to turn an idea into a product, a process, a
business, or a technology.
What work would we have to do and what would we have to find out and learn before we can
commit the company to this idea of yours?
How ambitious should the idea be?
It is as difficult and risky to convert a small idea into successful reality as it is to make a major
innovation.
• Don't aim at improvements or modifications in products or technology but for innovating a new
business.
Innovation means the creation of new value and new satisfaction for the customer. Innovations
are measured by what they contribute to market and customer. Social innovation is as important
as technological innovation.
The largest market for a successful new idea is usually unexpected.
It takes many, many ideas to get a survivor
Money does not produce innovation: people do
• Quality counts far more than quantity
• A first rate person must do the work.
• A few highly competant people
- Dedicated to the task
- Driven by the task
- Working full time and very hard
• Always back a person or a team rather than a "project" until the innovating idea has been
proved out.
The Budget
Operating budget
Contains everything that is already being done.
Top Management Questions:
• What is the least effort needed to keep things from caving in?
• What is the least effort needed to give the best ratio between effort and results? What is the
optimization point?
Research/Innovation budget
Contains the things that are to be done differently and the different things to be worked on.
How much innovation will be needed for the business to stay even?
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Underlying assumption
Assume tha all existing products, services, processes, are becoming obsolete—and pretty
fast at that.
The Gap between Business Objectives & Likely Performance
Try to assess the probable speed of decay of whatever exists and then determine the "gap"
that innovation has to fill for the company not to go downhill.
The number of projects needed to fill the Gap
The program for innovation must include promises several times the size of the innovation
gap, for not more than a third of such promises, if that many, ever become reality.
Maybe a good idea to double this.
Top Management Questions
• Is this the right opportunity for us? If yes then "What is the most this opportunity can absorb
by way of resources at this stage?
Behavior of innovation investment returns
For long periods, years in many cases, innovations have no "returns"; they have only costs.
But then returns should increase exponentially: An innovation is unsuccessful if it does not
return the investment several hundredfold, for the risks are simply too great to justify a lower
return.
Keep efforts out of the ROI calculations used for ongoing business
Until its end result—the new product or service—has been on the market for two or three years
and is past its infancy.
Controlling the innovating efforts
• Innovation requires work and self-discipline.
• What is the next point at which we should review this project?
What results should we expect by then? And how soon?
• When the idea fails to meet the targets two or three times in a row, the innovative company does
not say, "Let's redouble our efforts." It says, "Isn't it time we did something else?"
Organized, planned abandonment of the old, the obsolete, the no longer productive.
Every three years or so
Knowing what we now know, would we now go into this product or service? If the answer is no
then How do we get out?
• Stop putting additional resources in and keeping the product or service only as long as it still
gives a yield or
• One finds uses and markets where the old technology or the old product is still genuinely new
and confers competitive advantage. or
• One abandons
Organized abondonment focuses the vision & energies of its people on innovation
Notes
Too big for the environment, community, economy
concern for the "community" impairs it freedom of action
Performance "stars" / potential dogs all look the same
highly concentrated
single market
single tech
Diversification
An optimal point beyond which additional size no longer improves performance capacity. No longer
produces economies of scale but diseconomies. At this point think thru how to give birth to new
independant business that then have the capicity for growth & can benefit again from the economies of
scale
Working Investor (a financial business)
Looks for right business to be in.
Takes a substantial position
Provides counsel & effective hard working board members
Makes sure the board performs as : see effective board
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LARGE
point where the laws of surface & mass creates the need for special organs but also dictates that special
organs will further insulate an already insulated inside. P662.
Danger of becoming INBRED: Limiting exposure to knowledge peculair to industry/company reports &
inside info
Complex business
Despite their size & resources have again & again shown themselves exceedingly vulnerable to
competition by small, but concentrated single-market or single tech businesses.
Too Complex
Finite Limit.
Unmanageable when Top Mgt has to depend totally on abstraction such as formal reports etc. rather than
know & understand the business, its reality, its people, its environment, its customers, its technology.
Capable of testing abstraction against reality to highlight new developments. Actual reality vs
expectations.
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